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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY 

The young people in Porto Alegre have recently acquired new habits. One 

of the main ones is a constant search for spaces in the city that offer unique 

experiences and a positive connection among the population. In order to take 

advantage of this fact, in May 2018, “Atlântida” - a Grupo RBS platform that 

interacts with an audience with a youthful mindset - in partnership with the 

entrepreneurial force of “Tornak Holding” and the Pontifical Catholic University 

of Rio Grande do Sul (PUC-RS) launched “ATL House”, a totally unprecedented 

space inside a campus, that opens Monday to Saturday, from 7:30 am to 10:00 

pm. The ATL House concept is based on three main topics: humor, music, and the 

geek universe. It is located in the heart of the University campus and was a “gift” 

to the locals, focused in entertainment and positive experiences. 

At the grand opening, the 360º environment gathered innovation, 

interactivity, consumption, and experiences, along with a concert by Di Ferrero, a 

famous Brazilian singer. Over 1000 people visited the place on the first day of the 

new business. With all of the activities (concerts, speeches, live broadcasts of the 

Rádio Atlântida programs), over 100 thousand people have come through the 

ATL House in six months. 

 

 

 

 



CONTEXT 

Atlântida was conceived as a radio station, founded over 30 years ago by 

Grupo RBS, and now is the largest radio network in Southern Brazil. Since its 

creation, Atlântida has presented music and talk shows and has been a FM ratings 

leader. Most of the listeners grew up listening to radio and its professionals, 

making it the main platform for talking to an audience with youthful mindset. This 

public is not necessarily young in age, but in behavior. Therefore, the audience is 

at an age of full economic activity, with good purchasing power, tuned in and 

connected with the latest news in the world. 

 As the years went by, Atlântida's target audience began to change their 

consumption behavior. They began to more frequently seek environments that 

offered unique experiences that allowed interaction with the public, thus 

generating ideas to be exchanged among different kinds of people. The radio 

station, that always paid attention to audience behavior changes, saw this market 

need and searched over for partners to solve the problem, creating a space that 

offered innovation, interactivity, and consumption. With this scenario, there arose 

the opportunity to partner with Tornak, a holding and investment company that 

already partnered with RBS in other businesses, and with PUC-RS, a traditional 

Brazilian University. 

 Each of the three partners - Atlântida, Tornak, and PUC - had their own 

know-how, which complemented each other, making the new venture - ATL 

House - feasible. Atlântida was already the best platform in Southern Brazil to talk 

with this specific audience - the House target audience - through their programs 

and social networks; Tornak already managed establishments with similar 

business models; PUC had the target audience inside their campus - their young 

students. 

To attract an even larger audience, the space needed to have some unique 

features such as: a modern studio that would allow live broadcasting radio shows 

with the Atlântida communication professionals, a stage for concerts and 



speeches, video games, and other features for students who went there. There 

would also need to be operators who provided convenience for the attendees: a 

coffee shop operation with healthy snacks, an exchange student agency - a 

product sought by many students who wanted to study abroad - and a 

hamburger joint. With this model, there were the main points to launch the 

unprecedented space for events, fun, consumption, and innovation.   

 The establishment business model planned to sell sponsorships to brands 

that had a strategy aligned with the ATL HOUSE audience - young people. These 

sponsorships planned for media delivery through the Atlântida platform - 

commercials and posts on the station’s social networks - brand activations inside 

the House - and the delivery of products/prizes and sponsored events - and the 

visual identity of the brands in the various spaces. 

  With defined partners and a business model, ATL House opened in May 

2018 with a major event open to the general public. From the start there were 

two major brands as master sponsors - Trident and Banrisul.  

  

THE PROJECT AND ITS SOLUTIONS  

With the change in behavior of the target market, Atlântida needed to 

reinvent itself to continue as a benchmark brand for youth and generate 

increasing financial results for Grupo RBS. The brand could not stagnate and just 

continue broadcasting their programs - their core business. It needed to be closer 

to its audience, who was seeking for experiences. Likewise, PUC-RS needed to 

produce more novelties for students who circulated through their campus. And 

Tornak wanted to make other business models with Grupo RBS feasible.  

Thus, a working group was created that, during more than a year of 

planning and negotiation, analyzed the profitability and the costs, creating 

scenarios and strategies for the new business. Subsequently, an ideal financially 

and operationally sustainable model for ATL HOUSE was established. It would be 

an unprecedented and very attractive location within a University campus. A 



business plan was set up to understand the feasibility of the space, and thus show 

the attractiveness to the possible market clients interested in the young people 

who would circulate there. 

During this planning period, the objectives and topics of interest of the ATL 

House were established. The three main topics, which would be the basis of 

actions for the target audience, were humor (through Radio programs), music 

(through musical programs and concerts) and the geek universe (through events 

and lectures on the topic).  Relying on these 3 subjects, new experiences that 

would generate more traffic in the space were considered, and thus make it more 

attractive for brands. This would allow better brand positioning in the “youth 

universe,” more quota sales, and more commercial revenue for Grupo RBS Group 

and its partners. 

But what were the strategies for generating new experiences there?  

- Live transmissions: The Atlântida audience grew up listening to radio 

broadcasters; so seeing them at the ATL House studio was an key feature. Thus, 

a schedule was made for the large audience programs, such as the Pretinho 

Básico, to be broadcast weekly from the space, allowing the public to take photos 

and talk with the program personalities.  

- Music: The central location at the House is the stage. It hosts several 

concerts with renowned singers and speeches on topics of interest to young 

people. Monthly musical events were scheduled to be on stage. 

- Events: there was also a monthly schedule of events based on the House 

topics. These included game tournaments and semester’s final party for students.  

- Convenience: there were not enough comfortable and fun spaces on the 

University Campus. So the space was designed to be nice and cozy for students 

who want to talk and study there instead of other locations at PUC. 

- Interactivity: video games, arcade games and traditional games such as 

billiards pool have great value for this audience, especially during their breaks 

between classes. The House offers fun to be the favorite spot for young people.   



- Consumption: there are operators who bring different solutions to the 

public, such as healthy snacks, something that is difficult to find inside a 

University. 

Since the opening of ATL HOUSE, a team has been created to be 

responsible for new negotiations with other brands interested in available 

sponsorships. Even with two major brands, we did not stop thinking about new 

business to make the model more profitable. 

 

RESULTS 

With only 6 months of existence, ATL House has already received more 

than 100 thousand people. In addition, two heavyweight brands are master 

sponsors of the space since it opened, and each generate commercial revenue of 

over 1 million BRL. And negotiations with other national and regional clients are 

active and frequent. Therefore, the work team created for commercial planning is 

always customizing and presenting new sales plans for possible new partners.  

Another point that demonstrates the success of space is the note wall 

created by Atlântida. In the center of the House there is a wall that allows people 

to place Post-it notes with compliments, suggestions, and complaints. Young 

people are very pleased with ATL HOUSE. This wall also makes it possible to 

analyze the audience's behavior and desires, in order to improve our delivery. 

The positive results in the first 6 months of the project show the strength 

of the Atlântida brand, and how, along with its partners and actions, can attract 

the target audience of many brands. This helped materialize the Atlântida brand 

and create a new business for clients to buy, going beyond traditional media. This 

generates more commercial revenue and better brand positioning.  

 


